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Magnetoresponsive Devices with Programmable Behavior Using a Customized Commercial Stereolithographic 3D Printer

Simone Lantean, Ignazio Roppolo,* Marco Sangermano, Marc Hayoun, Hichem Dammak, Gabriele Barrera, Paola Tiberto, Candido Fabrizio Pirri, Laurence Bodelot, and Giancarlo Rizza

The revolution of 4D printing allows combining smart materials to additive processes to create behavioral objects able to respond to external stimuli, such as temperature, light, electrical, or magnetic fields. Here, a modified commercial digital light processing (DLP) 3D printer is used to obtain complex macroscopic remotely controlled gear-based devices. The fabrication process is based on the printing of magnetoresponsive polymers containing in situ self-assembled microstructures, i.e., composed of oriented chains of Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles (NPs). First, it is demonstrated that magnetoresponsive hammer-like actuators with different stiffness can be printed allowing both pure rotation or/and bending motions. Then, the microstructure to create a magnetoresponsive gear is exploited. In particular, this work shows that they can be successfully used to transfer torque to other gears, thereby converting a rotation movement into linear translation. Finally, it is demonstrated that magnetoresponsive gears can also be combined with other nonmagnetic elements to create complex assemblies, such as gear-trains, linear actuators, and grippers that can be remotely controlled.

1. Introduction

Materials science is continuously inspired by Nature. Millions of years of evolution led living matter to develop an endless number of architectures and peculiar properties, as the ability to undergo motion in response to environmental stimuli.[1,2] For instance, in abalone shells and shrimps the oriented and hierarchical microstructure is responsible for their outstanding impact resistance,[3,4] in carnivorous plants, as the Dionaea muscipula, the microstructure is exploited to induce precise shape morphism, in pinecones the motion is actuated in response to humidity.[5–9] Magnetotactic bacteria synthesize magnetic iron nanominerals inside them, which function as tiny compasses allowing them to navigate by means of Earth’s geomagnetic field.[10] From a technical point of view, despite the attempts to mimic and reproduce natural architectures and patterns, conventional fabrication techniques often face technical and resolution limitations. In the last years, this gap is being partially bridged thanks to the development of the 3D printing, where starting from a computer-aided design (CAD) file, the final object is built through the additive deposition of material subunits. However, the real breakthrough in this field of research has been to first imagine the ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/admt.202200288.
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and then print behavioral objects. This is the domain of the so-called 4D printing, which is, in a way, the functional form of 3D printing. Instead of printing only static objects, it becomes possible to print functions. This paradigm shift allows a printed object to adapt to its environment and to evolve in a controlled way through the application of stimuli. So far, the 4D printing approach has been applied to functional polymers or composite materials such as hydrogels, electroactive polymers, shape memory polymers, or polymers sensitive to pH and light. Yet, the research on 4D printed objects with controlled microstructure is still in its infancy and it mainly focuses on the fabrication of composite materials with enhanced mechanical properties, where only a few works mention the possibility to control the microstructure in situ during the printing process. In particular, we are interested here in the tailor-made printing of magnetoreactive composite polymers. Indeed, they can be easily actuated by remote magnetic fields without damaging tissues and organs, and thus be used for instance in soft robotics for healthcare and remote magnetic fields without damaging tissues and organs, as well as in situ control of the self-assembly of magnetite (Fe₃O₄) NPs during the printing process. Here, our erstwhile knowledge is exploited to create macroscopic complex assemblies of magnetoreactive components, that can be remotely controlled. This is done in three steps: first, the formation of a controlled microstructure through the self-assembly of Fe₃O₄ NPs dispersed in photocurable resin as well as its spatial orientation have been investigated and rationalized by using numerical simulations. Second, we modified a commercial DLP printer to obtain complex magnetoresponsive objects, whose magnetic and mechanical properties have been measured for different formulations of the resin, different overall contents of magnetic fillers, and different spatial orientations of the microstructure. Finally, as a proof-of-concept, we fabricated different magnetoresponsive devices: hammer-like actuators with different stiffnesses, as well as magnetoresponsive gears. Additionally, we combined magnetoresponsive components with nonmagnetic elements to create complex assemblies, such as gear-trains, linear actuators, and grippers that can be remotely controlled.

2. Result and Discussion

The optimum condition to print magnetoresponsive composite materials depends on three parameters: i) the average length of the self-assembled chains, ii) their spatial orientation, and iii) the concentration of the loaded magnetic fillers.

The present work is based on the knowledge we developed so far in the formulation of photocurable magnetoactive acrylic resins, as well as in situ control of the self-assembly of magnetite (Fe₃O₄) NPs during the printing process. Here, our erstwhile knowledge is exploited to create macroscopic complex assemblies of magnetoreactive components, that can be remotely controlled.

More recently, the self-assembly process has also been applied to control the microstructure of twist-type microswimmers fabricated by direct laser writing and actuated by external rotating fields or to fabricate cellularized magnetoresponsive hybrid hydrogels using a 3D bio-printing technique.

The present work is based on the knowledge we developed so far in the formulation of photocurable magnetoactive acrylic resins, as well as in situ control of the self-assembly of magnetite (Fe₃O₄) NPs during the printing process. Here, our erstwhile knowledge is exploited to create macroscopic complex assemblies of magnetoreactive components, that can be remotely controlled.
The necessary condition for obtaining objects with uniform magnetic properties is that the distribution of magnetic fillers inside the resin vat remains homogeneous throughout the printing process. Thus, the applied magnetic field has been first mapped by measuring its value in 13 different zones of the printing area as shown in Figure 1b. Then, the stability of the NPs distribution was tested for at least 30 min, a time compatible with the duration of the fabrication of a 5 mm thick object. Configurations composed of A-A and AA-AA magnets produce quasi-homogeneous magnetic field distributions with an intensity at the center of the printing area of 5 mT and 10 mT, respectively, and a gradient of about $\delta G_x = 1-2$ mT cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 1c,d). In both cases, a homogeneous distribution of the NPs within the printing area is observed as shown in Figure 1e. In contrast, for the B-B, BB-BB, and BA-AB configurations (Figure 1f–h)—producing a magnetic field at the center of the printing area of 11, 20, and 15 mT, respectively, and a field gradient of about $\delta G_x = 5-10$ mT cm$^{-1}$—the migration of the fillers toward the edges of the ball bearing as well as the formation of a depleted central zone are observed, Figure 1i. As the depletion process is driven by the gradient of the magnetic field,$^{[84]}$ a value of $\delta G_x \approx 1-2$ mT cm$^{-1}$ has been chosen as the upper threshold guaranteeing the homogeneous spatial distribution of the fillers during the printing step. In particular, the AA-AA configuration gives the optimum conditions to print magnetoresponsive elements containing homogeneously distributed spatially oriented microstructures.

The next step was the optimization of the processing parameters for the used formulations reported in Table 1. As expected, the curing time (i.e., the time necessary to cure a single layer) increases with the NPs concentration, while it is only slightly influenced by the concentration of butyl acrylate (BA).$^{[77]}$ On the other hand, the printing parameters are not modified by the applied magnetic field used to create the microstructure.

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) was used to verify both the efficiency of the self-assembly process during the 3D printing phase and the incorporation of the magnetic chains within the polymer matrix. Figure 2a1–c 1 shows

Table 1. Printing parameters used to 3D print the magneto composite polymers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Alignment magnetic field [mT]</th>
<th>Slicing [μm]</th>
<th>Base exposing time [s]</th>
<th>Object exposing time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75Eb25BA_2wt%NPs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75Eb25BA_4wt%NPs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75Eb25BA_6wt%NPs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75Eb25BA_8wt%NPs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Eb50BA_2wt%NPs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Eb50BA_4wt%NPs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Eb50BA_6wt%NPs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Eb50BA_8wt%NPs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that chains of magnetic fillers are systematically observed in each prepared sample. In addition, not only their length but also their width increases with the volume fraction of the embedded NPs with a subsequent effect on the aspect ratio of the chains. These results are confirmed by the numerical simulations (Figure 2a2–c2) and can be easily understood by considering that the interparticle distance decreases with increasing their load. Thus, NPs are more likely to interact and yield larger assembled structures in highly loaded systems than in dilute ones.

Finally, the printability of complex objects as well as the fidelity to the original CAD file have been validated for the 75Eb25BA and 50Eb50BA formulations containing 6 wt% of magnetic fillers, by printing an Archimede’s screw containing a microstructure spatially oriented by rotating the applied magnetic field (10 mT) by \( \theta_B = 30^\circ \) every 20 printed layers, i.e., 400 \( \mu \)m of the printed object (Figure 3). In Figure 3, the original STL file (Figure 3a) and the printed object (Figure 3b) are shown together with a heat map (Figure 3c) reporting the differences between the digital file and the digitalization of the real object created by 3D scanning. As can be observed, the fidelity is very good (standard deviation 0.022 \( \mu \)m, average error about 100 \( \mu \)m).

The magnetic properties of a 3D printed object containing an oriented microstructure were investigated on a 3 \( \times \) 3 \( \times \) 3 mm cubic specimen, as reported in Figure 4a. The magnetic behavior of the sample containing 6 wt\% of Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) NPs (shown in Figure 4b–e) is representative of all the synthetized composites loaded with different NPs concentrations. Figure 4b shows the sample containing a random dispersion of magnetic fillers. It is characterized by a perfect overlap of the hysteresis loops measured along the \( x \), \( y \), and \( z \) axes, which in turn results in

![Figure 2](https://www.advancedsciencenews.com)

Figure 2. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) cross-section images of 3D printed 75Eb25BA samples with increasing content of magnetic fillers: a1) 2 wt\%, b1) 6 wt\%, c1) 8 wt\%. The scale bar is 20 \( \mu \)m. a2–c2) Numerical simulations based on a dipolar approximation model.

![Figure 3](https://www.advancedsciencenews.com)

Figure 3. a) Computer-aided design (CAD) file of an Archimede’s screw used to check the feasibility and the fidelity of the printing process. b) Image of the printed object containing a spatially oriented microstructure. c) Heat map reporting the differences between the original STL file and the digitalization of the 3D printed object obtained by 3D scanning.
an isotropic magnetic behavior along these three equivalent directions of symmetry. In particular, the magnetization curves display the same hysteretic and reversal behavior with coercive field ($\mu_0 H_c$) of ≈12.8 mT and normalized remanent magnetization ($M_r/M_{1.5T}$) of ≈0.12. Conversely, the presence of chain-like structures makes the magnetic response of the printed cube anisotropic, i.e., the magnetic properties depend on the relative direction of the applied magnetic field with respect to the major axis of the chains, see Figures 4c–e. In particular, when the magnetic field is applied along the major axis of the chains (i.e.,...
the magnetic easy axis)—black curve in Figure 4c for the chains aligned along the x-direction and red curve in Figure 4d for the chains aligned along the y-direction—the hysteresis loops appear steeper with a faster approach to saturation than those obtained with the magnetic field applied in the other directions (i.e., magnetic hard axes). Instead, for the sample where the chains are at 45°, Figure 4e, the hysteresis loops measured along the x and y directions are now superimposed since, in this case, they are equivalent directions of symmetry with respect to the major axis of the chains. Of course, the magnetic response measured along these two equivalent directions is intermediate with respect to the ones measured along the magnetic easy and hard axes. The z-direction corresponds to the only magnetic hard axis, as confirmed by the slower approach to magnetic saturation. In all samples, as expected, a reduction of the \( H_c \) and \( M_r/M_{r,ST} \) values occurs from the easy axis to the hard one, insets in Figure 4c–e.

Cylindrical specimens with randomly distributed or oriented NPs were produced with the modified DLP 3D printer (example in Figure 4f). The polar plot of \( M_r \) measured for both randomly distributed (black curve) and self-assembled NPs (red curve) is reported in Figure 4g, showing the symmetry of the magnetic anisotropy induced by the microstructure of the magnetic filler. The approximately round shape of the black curve indicates an almost perfectly isotropic magnetic behavior for the sample containing randomly distributed NPs. Conversely, a two-lobe profile is observed in the sample containing magnetic chains (red curve), which is the fingerprint of the presence of a uniaxial anisotropy within the sample,\[62,87,88\] i.e., only one easy axis of magnetization originates from the elongated shape of the magnetic chains.

Using the magnetic susceptibility at the coercive field (\( \chi_c \)) as a probing parameter, it is possible determine the amount of magnetic fillers in the printed objects that maximizes the anisotropic magnetic response. The \( \chi_c \) values measured both parallel (full squares) and perpendicular (open circles) to the chains' major axis from the corresponding hysteresis loops are shown in Figure S2 (Supporting Information). The value of \( \chi_c \) corresponding to the randomly distributed NPs (gray dashed line) is used as reference. As expected, for all the concentrations of NPs up to 8 wt%, the parallel-\( \chi_c \) values are systematically higher than the corresponding perpendicular-\( \chi_c \) values indicating a magnetic anisotropic effect. However, the parallel-\( \chi_c \) shows a nonmonotonic behavior, where an increase as a function of the concentration of magnetic NPs is observed up to 4 wt% at which a value of about 20 T\(^{-1}\) is reached. This value remains almost constant up to 6 wt% and then decreases at 8 wt% to a value close to the one obtained for samples loaded with 0.5 wt% of NPs. On the other hand, the perpendicular-\( \chi_c \) values remain almost constant at about 8.5 T\(^{-1}\) close to the reference value (gray dashed line) regardless of the concentration of fillers. Thus, two conclusions can be drawn: i) the magnitude of magnetic susceptibility in the direction of the magnetic anisotropy can be tuned by the amount of NPs loaded in the polymer, with an optimum concentration of the fillers in the range 4–6 wt%; ii) along the direction perpendicular to the chains' major axis, the effect of the anisotropy is weak. Moreover, the magnitude of the magnetic susceptibility in the directions perpendicular to the easy axis is almost independent on the NPs concentration as it is observed that the magnetization reversal mechanism is very similar to that of uniformly dispersed NPs.

An estimate of the average chains' aspect ratio (\( \alpha \)) and of the contribution to the effective magnetic anisotropy by the chain shape (\( K_b \)) has been obtained by using the procedure described in the Supporting Information and is reported in Figure S3c (Supporting Information) for all Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)-loaded printed samples. The value of \( \alpha \) shows a nonmonotonic behavior with a maximum value of about 1.8 for a NP concentration in the range 4–6 wt%. This suggests that an initial increase in NP concentration within the polymer composite leads to the formation of longer chains, in agreement with SEM observations and numerical simulations (see Figure 2) as well as existing literature.\[62,87,88\] On the other hand, the reduced value of \( \alpha \) observed for a load of 8 wt% can be explained by the fact that when the amount of embedded NPs overcomes a threshold value, the self-assembly process forms overlapping and interconnected magnetic chains (see Figure 2c). Therefore, the chains no longer act as isolated magnetic units but as larger and interacting magnetic assemblies. This affects the overall magnetic behavior by reducing the contribution to the effective magnetic anisotropy, and in turn by decreasing the magnetic susceptibility of the composite material. In addition, the evolution of \( K_b \) values, also shown in Figure S3c (Supporting Information), has a similar trend to that of \( \alpha \) with a maximum value of about 6.3 × 10\(^{3}\) J m\(^{-3}\) in the range 4–6 wt% of embedded NPs, which thus represents the optimum load of magnetic fillers. These results show the effectiveness of the magnetic field-driven self-assembly process during the DLP printing step to program the effective magnetic anisotropy of the polymer composite, which in turn induces a net magnetic moment capable of yielding an actuation motion by magnetic torque.

We previously demonstrated that the mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness) of the printed composite can be tuned by varying the amount of BA in the Ebecryl (Eb) resin, and that the optimum concentration of fillers for the printing process under the application of a constant magnetic field of 10 mT is 6 wt\%.[\textit{77,78}] Here, the effect of the orientation of the chains on the mechanical properties of the printed materials was studied (Figure S4, Supporting Information). For the stiffer sample (75Eb25BA_6NPs), the value of the elastic modulus is, within the error bar, equivalent to that of the reference sample, i.e., \( E = 4.5 \) MPa. Thus, the orientation of the microstructure does not alter the mechanical response of the composites when subjected to tensile stress. For the softer sample (50Eb50BA_6NPs), a reduction of the elastic modulus of about 10% is observed with respect to the reference sample containing only dispersed NPs, i.e., \( E = 3.75 \) MPa. This is presumably due to the incorporation of larger aggregate-inducing defects, as already observed in soft samples.\[\textit{77}\]

Once both the magnetic and mechanical properties of the 3D printed materials with oriented NPs were studied in detail, the information was subsequently employed to develop 3D printed objects with programmed response, and finally 3D printed magnetic devices, exploiting magnetic fields. Indeed, when a 3D printed device containing a magnetic microstructure is subjected to an external magnetic field, a magnetic torque (\( r_m \)) is exerted on the extended magnetic dipole, which forces the chains to rotate in order to align their easy magnetic axis along...
the field direction. In general, the magnetic torque can be expressed as: \( \tau_m = \frac{dU_m}{d\theta} \), where \( U_m \) is the magnetic energy of the material and \( \theta \) is the rotation angle. Approximating a chain to a prolate ellipsoid with \( a \) and \( b \) its long and short dimensions, \( U_m \) can be written as:

\[
U_m = \frac{2\pi ab^3}{3} \left( \frac{2}{\chi^2} + 2 \right) \mu_0 H^2 \sin^2 \theta
\]  

(1)

where \( \chi = 3\chi/\chi + 2 \) is the shape-corrected susceptibility of the magnetic unit and \( H \) is the applied magnetic field. When the magnetic chains are confined within and anchored to the host polymeric matrix, the torque is transferred to the whole material. In this case, two pathways are possible: if the composite is rigid it will be subject to an overall rotation; conversely, if the composite is soft and the magnetic torque overcomes the mechanical resistance of the material, the object will deform. Thus, using the modified DLP printer to control the microstructure during the printing process, as well as the initial formulation to tune the stiffness of the printed sample, several magnetically driven actuators have been obtained.

First, rigid hammer-like structures undergoing predefined rotations were obtained. The magnetoresponsive hammers were 3D printed using the 75Eb25BA formulation loaded with 6 wt\% of NPs, 75Eb25BA_6NPs (Figure 5a).

Five hammers were printed, each having a defined orientation of the microstructure, i.e., 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180° as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5b. To minimize the friction effects, the hammers were placed in a petri dish filled with water and each hammer was anchored to a pinion of a 3D printed rack. Their rotations were studied by using a pair of Helmholtz coils generating a magnetic field up to 4 mT in the \( x-y \) plane, Figure S5 (Supporting Information).

In the initial configuration, the magnetic field is switched off (\( H = 0 \)) and all the hammers are parallel to each other as shown in Figure 5c. As soon as the field is applied (\( H = +4 \) mT) in the direction indicated in Figure 5d, each hammer starts to rotate around its anchoring point until the equilibrium configuration is reached (Figure 5e). This is until the microstructure, indicated by the arrow, aligns with the direction of the applied field. As each hammer has a specific microstructure, they rotate at a different angle. By reversing the direction of the applied field (\( H = -4 \) mT), it is possible to reverse the process, Figure 5f. Finally, the repeatability of the process is demonstrated by inverting again the direction of the applied field (\( H = +4 \) mT) (Figure 5g–h). A complete sequence of the controlled motion of these actuators is reported in Video S1 (Supporting Information).

Figure 5. a) Dimensions of the 3D printed rigid magnetic hammers (mm) and b) orientation of the microstructure within each hammer. c–h) Time evolution of rigid magnetoresponsive hammers having different orientations of the microstructure (indicated by the arrows) as a function of the applied magnetic field.
A similar approach was then used to exploit the bending of printed soft composites. In this case, the magnetic force ($\tau_{\text{Magnetic}}$) must overcome the mechanical resistance of the material ($\tau_{\text{Mechanic}}$) to obtain bending. Thus, magnetoresponsive flexible actuators can be printed by either increasing the intensity of the applied magnetic field or by reducing the mechanical resistance of the sample. The latter option can be obtained either by tuning the stiffness of the matrix and/or by changing the geometry of the sample. In the present case, both the mechanical properties of the object and its design have been adapted. In particular, a soft hammer was printed using the 50Eb50BA formulation loaded with 6 wt% of NPs (50Eb50BA_6NPs) and its mechanical resistance was decreased by locally reducing the thickness of the hammer’s arm as indicated in Figure 6a. Again, friction effects have been minimized by placing the hammer in a petri dish filled with water. Contrarily to the rigid hammers, the extremity of the flexible hammer was fixed to a support for preventing the object to rotate. As the bending of a millimeter-size actuator necessitates an intensity of the magnetic field larger than the one that can be obtained using standard Helmholtz coils, a couple of NdFeB permanent magnets have been used to activate the actuation process as described in Supporting Information. The initial configuration ($H = 0$) is shown in Figure 6b, where the orientation of the microstructure is indicated by the arrow. A magnetic field is then applied normally to the microstructure, whose magnitude was tuned by an Arduino controller by varying the relative distance between a couple of magnets. Below a critical distance the magnetic torque ($\tau_{\text{mag}}$) overcomes the mechanical one ($\tau_{\text{mech}}$) and the hammer starts bending to realign its easy magnetic axis in the direction of the field (Figure 6c). As expected, when reversing the polarity of the magnets, the bending is observed in the opposite direction (Figure 6d). The complete sequence of the bending of the hammer is reported in Video S2 (Supporting Information).

To increase the degree of complexity on our objects, the possibility to 3D print magnetically driven gears is checked. Mechanical gears are toothed wheels that transmit rotation and power from one shaft to another, or that work in combination with one or more other gears to alter the relationship between the speeds of the driver and the driven parts. Magnetic gears, first patented by Armstrong in 1901,[94] resemble the traditional mechanical gears in geometry and function, except that the force/torque transmission exerted by tooth meshing is replaced with the contactless magnetic interaction. As two opposing magnets approach each other, they repel; when placed on two rings the magnets will act like teeth.

First, the feasibility of remote control of gear rotation has been verified by printing two identical elements, i.e., using the same formulation (75Eb25BA_6NPs) and the same design (10 teeth, 1 mm module, and a pressure angle of 20°), but with different microstructures (oriented and dispersed NPs) as reported in Figure S6 (Supporting Information). The reversibility of the process has been checked by switching the magnetic field several times. The complete sequence is reported in Figure S6 (Supporting Information) and in Video S3 (Supporting Information). The interpretation of these experimental results is quite straightforward, and it is clearly related to the different microstructures.
of the two objects. On one hand, a sample containing dispersed NPs is magnetically isotropic as indicated by the hysteresis cycles (Figure 4b), thus the application of a uniform magnetic field does not generate a net magnetic torque, and the rotation of the sample is nearly absent. On the other hand, the presence of a microstructure in the sample creates a magnetic anisotropy in the object, which in turn generates a magnetic torque \(\approx M_{\text{easy}} \times H\) forcing the gear to rotate.

When two or more gears are linked together, the ensemble is considered as a gear train where the “input gear” (also known as drive gear) transmits the power to the “output gear” (also known as driven gear), Figure S7 (Supporting Information). In a standard gear train, the input gear is typically connected to a power source, such as a DC motor. In this case, the magnetoactive drive gear is remotely controlled by an external magnetic field, and the driven gear is nonmagnetic and printed using an inert resin. The complete sequence of work is reported in the Supporting Information of this manuscript (Figure S7 and Video S4, Supporting Information).

A further step was to fabricate a linear actuator composed of a spur gear and a linear rack coupled together through the meshing of their respective teeth. The complete sequence as well as the explanation of the process is reported in the Supporting Information of this manuscript (Figure S8 and Video S5, Supporting Information).

The linear actuator was then employed to build a magnetic driven gripper. Generally speaking, grasping is the ability to pick up and hold an object, while manipulation is the ability to produce rotation and displacement. Grasping and manipulation are two functions that are of paramount importance in robotics as they allow the machine to mimic the behavior of human beings and animals. This device is composed of two nonmagnetic clamping arms activated by a magnetoresponsive linear actuator. In the literature, some magnetically driven grippers have been reported, but they are based on the 3D printing of magnetic composites. In contrast, in the present case, the magnetic component was decoupled from the gripping part, allowing remote control without the necessity to insert magnets close to the gripping part, but instead exploiting the programmed microstructure of the gears. The operation of this magnetoresponsive gripper is illustrated in Figure 7a–g. In the initial configuration, the two arms of the grippers are in the open position, i.e., they are far from each other. When the magnetic field is switched on, the magnetoresponsive drive gear starts to rotate anticlockwise, transferring its motion to the rack. Then, a couple of driven gears transform again the translating motion of the rack into a rotary one. As they have been printed with an arm and a clamp, they play the role of the hands of the gripper. Inverting the field allows the magnetoresponsive spur gear to rotate clockwise, and the arms of the gripper to open up and return to their initial configuration. The complete sequence is reported in the Supporting Information of this manuscript (Video S5, Supporting Information). This proof-of-concept example indicates that the development of magnetoresponsive devices with advanced functionalities is technically possible.

3. Conclusion

Magnetoresponsive polymers with oriented microstructures behave as magnetic compasses. Indeed, when a uniform magnetic field is applied, the composite sample undergoes rotations (if rigid) or bending (if soft) to align its easy magnetic axis along the field lines. Taking advantage of this phenomenon, we printed magnetically driven macroscopic elements undergoing programmed movements by the remote application of a magnetic field. Our approach is based on the ability to tune the self-assembly of the magnetic microstructure \(\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4\) and to control its orientation in a photocurable resin during the printing process thanks to the modification of a DLP-type printer.

In this work, our approach is first applied to fabricate magnetoresponsive hammer-like actuators with different stiffnesses allowing both pure rotation or/and bending motions. As an application, these elements could be used to create a magnetoresponsive electric-switch. Then, by introducing the idea that the microstructure can be exploited to create a magnetoresponsive gear, we showed that the latter can be successfully used to transfer torque to other gears, thereby converting a rotation movement into linear translation. Finally, we demonstrated that magnetoresponsive gears can be also combined with other nonmagnetic elements to create complex assemblies, such as gear-trains, linear actuators, and grippers that can be remotely controlled. We believe that our approach can be further developed to achieve even more complex component systems and could generate new opportunities in robotics-related applications.
4. Experimental Section

**Formulation:** The magnetoreactive formulation was obtained by adding magnetite NPs (Fe₃O₄ NPs, 50–100 nm diameter) to a photocurable Urethane Acrylate resin (Ebecryl 8232) with different amounts of BA and using phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (Merck) as the photoinitiator (1 wt% of the monomers), as reported by Lantean et al.[77] As demonstrated in this work, this last ingredient was used both to adjust the viscosity of the formulation and to control the mechanical properties. In particular, three different weight concentrations of BA had been considered (0%, 25%, and 50%), leading to three different formulations, hereafter named as 100E-75Eb25BA, and 50Eb50BA. Their corresponding viscosity has been measured to be η = 5.6 Pa s, η = 1.8 Pa s, and η = 0.02 Pa s. Spherical shape magnetite (Fe₃O₄) NPs with a nominal diameter ranging between 50 and 100 nm (98% purity) were purchased from Merck and used as received. NPs were dispersed in the formulation by stirring followed by sonication, following previously reported procedures.[77]

Viscosity and photoactivity of the formulations had been used to tune both the mechanical properties of the printed object as well as the dimensions of the embedded chain-like aggregates of Fe₃O₄ NPs, as already reported by Lantean et al.[78]

**Self-Assembly Driven Magnetic Microstructure:** The average length of the self-assembled chains, their spatial orientation, and the concentration of the loaded magnetic fillers have been studied in situ using a Leica DFC295 optical microscope equipped with a 10x optics, and experimental results have been rationalized by using numerical simulations based on a dipolar approximation model.[79,80,81] The viscosity effect has been investigated for the 75Eb25BA and 50Eb50BA formulations, with the help of a wire wound bar, a 200 μm thick film on the surface of a microscope slide. This thickness has been chosen to mimic 10 layers (20 μm each) of a printed sample.

The orientation step is triggered by applying a 10 mT magnetic field in the horizontal direction (θ = 0), with an initial waiting time of 180 s, to let the chains reach stable dimension. Those parameters were followed by sonication, following previously reported procedures.[77] Characterization: The dispersion of magnetic fillers as well as their self-assembly in chains was investigated by using a Zeiss Supra 40 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM). Cryo-fracturing of photocured samples was used to avoid plastic deformation and filamentary aggregates.

The magnetic properties of the 3D printed objects have been investigated at room temperature by an alternating gradient field magnetometer (AGFM) operating with an applied magnetic field in the range −1.5 T up to +1.5 T. The hysteresis loops (i.e., the magnetization vs. applied magnetic field curves, M(H)) have been measured along the three symmetry equivalent directions—hereafter named as parallel (x-direction), transverse (y-direction), and perpendicular (z-direction) of a 3D printed cubic sample (3 × 3 × 3 mm³). All magnetic curves have been normalized to the magnetic moment value at H = 1.5 T.

The hysteresis curve allows to evaluate the magnetic susceptibility, χ, which is defined by χ = M/H. It describes the way in which M varies within the material as a function of the applied field H. As χ is a tensor, it can be used to estimate the magnetic behavior of the sample along different spatial directions. Here, the magnetic susceptibility measured at the coercive field of the hysteresis curve χc(Hc) has been selected as a physical indicator to estimate the degree of magnetic anisotropy in the sample.

Two microstructural configurations of printed samples loaded with 6 wt% of Fe₃O₄ NPs have been investigated: i) randomly distributed NPs, and ii) self-assembled chains. For the latter, chains are created before the additive step by applying a magnetic field of 10 mT in the x-y plane along three different directions, 0°, 45°, or 90° with respect to the x-direction.

Vaporizing-sample magnetometer (V-VSM) was used to study the angular dependence of the magnetic anisotropy in both samples. In particular, the component of magnetization (M) perpendicular to the direction of the applied magnetic field was measured as a function of the angle during the relative rotation of the sample. To this end, samples with both randomly and filamentary distributed NPs were 3D printed with a cylindrical shape to avoid any magnetic anisotropy effect.

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) in tensile configuration (Triton Technology TTDMA equipment) was used to measure mechanical properties. Elongation tests were run at room temperature in load control (1 N min⁻¹). The dimensions of the tested specimens are 30 × 4 × 3 mm³ (length × width × thickness) with chains oriented at 0°, 45°, and 90° relative to the length of the sample. For comparison, 3D printed samples with randomly dispersed NPs are used as reference.

3D scanning of the 3D printed object was performed with a E3 scanner (3Shape). The comparison heat map was obtained by the Convince software (3Shape).
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